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MACHINES OF LOVING GRACE 
 
Characters: Narrator Seasoned, a bit weary with experience; wears the uniform and  

accoutrements of an interstellar explorer. 
 
Major Restless in captivity; dressed in khaki shorts and a grey tank top. 

 
Bailey Calm and deliberate, precise; dressed in khaki shorts and a grey 

tank top. 
 
Unit  Androgynous and cold, distant; looks like David Bowie, talks like  

an automated phone directory. 
 
 
Setting: A sprawling greenhouse complex filled with plants of all kinds. A metal post  

stands at center stage, supporting a truss that is criss-crossed with pipes and metal  
dowels; leafy vines twine their way up the post and among the truss and pipes. 
There is a workbench in front of the post that holds trays of seedling plants. To 
the far left, a line of shrubs marks the border of the stage; to the right, a few large, 
grey boxes comprise the wall and furniture of a small quarantine cell. The rear of 
the stage is covered in a backdrop painted with a simple design of a 
greenhouse window; the silhouettes of a couple of standing plants are 
projected onto the backdrop. The backdrop lights change colour to reflect the 
changing time of day and to denote scene changes. 
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SCENE ONE 
 
 

The stage and backdrop are dark. Spotlight on the face of Major, upstage center. 
 

 
Major: This is the audio log of the science vessel Artemis, auxiliary entry, timestamp two  

six zero three zero one one four nine. Memories have a half life. It is never a  
moment that I remember, but the last time I remembered it. Each time I look back, 
the image changes - remembering is exponential decay. And so there are things I 
refuse to think about, to keep them whole. But there are also things I feel I should 
set down on record as best I can now, even though they might be imperfect. The 
first time I saw the night sky I was twenty-eight, nearly six years ago now. Of 
course, I’d seen pictures, and studied star maps, but to see the constellations with 
my own eyes...Light pollution made it impossible to see anything outside of the 
observatories, and it was difficult to gain access to them, even for an air force 
pilot. You can get in anywhere, though, if you have a few badges and you act like 
you’re supposed to be there. I slipped onto the elevator up to the spire just as a 
crew of technicians was coming down, and managed a few minutes at the top. It’s 
strange, I guess, but I remember looking down at first, down through the haze at 
the buildings crowding up against the base of the spire. It was reflex - probably, 
nearly every hour I had logged in a cockpit was spent scanning the surface. But 
then I looked up, at a starfield that spread almost three hundred and sixty degrees 
above me, just on the other side of glass. Star maps could never capture the sense 
of depth, of distance - the nearest stars were brightest, but as my eyes adjusted I 
saw beyond them, and beyond those stars to others further out, until the individual 
points of light blended into a brushstroke of shimmering colour in the Milky 
Way...the familiar shapes of Ursa Major and Orion were almost lost among all the 
glitter. And at the same time, I was almost overwhelmed by the 
immense...emptiness. The average distance between the stars within the Milky 
Way is 30 trillion miles - every person who has ever lived on earth could lay 
down end to end and still never come close. I craned my neck further and further 
back, and the bright shine of the starlight seemed to contract until each star was 
like a tiny pin prick through a dark cloth, and the black emptiness spread until it 
was the whole sky, and I could feel myself dissolving, evaporating up through the 
glass dome and spreading out infinitely into space...When again I looked down, 
the world seemed so claustrophobic, just a honeycomb of tiny rooms and doors 
and crowded trains. And I knew I had to go back there. But I had decided not to 
stay. 
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SCENE TWO 
 
 
The Narrator stands to the right of center stage, in the space between the 
workbench and the cell. As he speaks, Major enters from the left and walks along 
the line of shrubs, inspecting them closely. 

 
 
Narrator: At midmorning I walk along the south wall and check the lacecap hydrangea that  

grow there. Their leaves are grey with dust that has settled during the night, but 
fine swirls of green show through where I press them with my thumb. In my 
boredom I have memorized the nomenclature, I recite it as I walk. 

 
 
Major: Hydrangea macrophylla… 
 
 
Narrator: ...when the buds come in, the flowers will blossom blue or pink depending on the 

soil acidity. 
 
 

Major moves from the line of shrubs to the workbench at center; his neck is  
craned to look at the vines above him and he reaches up to touch them where 
he can. 

 
 
Narrator: An overhead lattice of metal dowels and striated pipes supports a false canopy of  

climbing vines. 
 
 
Major: Virginia creeper… 
 
 
Narrator: ...ascending by forked tendrils. 
 
 
Major: Lygodium. 
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Narrator: The strong, nectarous smell of honey-suckle hangs in stagnant incongruence  
to a fan-blown draft. This one bay of the greenhouse covers more than a hectare. 

 
 

Enter Unit. It begins watering the plants at the end of the row and moves upstage  
toward Major. It’s movements are precise and mathematical, providing each 
plant with exactly the same amount of water. 

 
 
Unit: Good morning, Major. 
 
 
Major: ‘Morning. 
 
 
Unit: I trust that your period of sleep was restful. 
 
 
Major: Yes, I suppose so. 
 
 
Unit: Is there anything I can do to make your day more comfortable? 
 
 
Major: Let me go outside. 
 
 
Unit: You know I cannot grant that request. 
 
 
Major: I know. What about you, how did you sleep? 
 
 
Unit: I encountered no errors during my diagnostics phase and was able to achieve full 

charge during self-maintenance routines. 
 
 
Major: Well, then? 
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Unit: Yes. I slept well. 
 
 

Bailey enters from upstage left. Before she acknowledges anyone, she becomes 
engrossed in counting the buds (or leaves, or stems) of the line of shrubs. She 
murmurs her count to herself, just loud enough to be audible. 

 
 
Unit: Good morning, Bailey. 
 
 
Bailey: Good morning. (And to Major) Good morning. 
 
 
Unit: I trust that your period of sleep was restful. 
 
 
Bailey: Yes, thank you. 
 
 
Unit: Is there anything I can do to make your day more comfortable? 
 
 
Bailey: No, thank you. I’m fine. (To Major) Were you awake after lights out last night?  

Did you see the stars? 
 
 
Major: Yes, I was. And yes, I did. 
 
 
Bailey: They’re getting brighter, I think. 
 
 
Major: It’s just a trick of the brain and the contrast. 
 
 
Bailey: I know. Really though, does that make it any less real?  
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Bailey and Major move to the workbench as Unit finishes its watering and moves 
offstage. 

 
 
Narrator: Together Bailey and I tend to the seedlings. With pale and delicate fingers she 

grooms the sprouts of dead growth, scraping away the residue of mold and rot on 
the edge of a translucent nail. I dip my own fingers into a solution of soap and 
water and rub the stems and leaves. I dust them with a thin layer of diatomaceous  
earth. 

 
 
Bailey: Insects that land on the budding plants will die when their cell membranes are 

disrupted by the fats in the soap. 
 
 
Major: The soft, wet skin of slugs will be scraped and dehydrated by the abrasive  

silicates in the soil. 
 
 

While the Narrator speaks, Unit crosses the stage, stopping a few moments to 
examine Bailey and Major, perhaps even poking at them a bit. 

 
 
Narrator: We have long grown weary of the irony that we will ourselves be scrubbed and 

cleaned, prodded and measured, during the late afternoon. Our vitals will be 
monitored, any changes recorded, and a plan of action developed to correct any 
nutritional deficiencies we may develop. We’re surely meant to internalize the 
notion that living things are fragile and in need of watchful care. 

 
 
Unit: Studies have shown that human beings thrive on the act of nurturing. 
 
 

Unit exits. 
 
 
Narrator: Truth be told, we’ll take any chores to keep busy. For instance, Bailey has  

cultivated a line of flowering shrubs near the breezeway where we bathe. 
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Bailey and Major cross back to the line of shrubs at stage left. 
 
 
Bailey: Look at this tangle of thorns! 
 
 
Major: Carissa macrocarpa… 
 
 
Bailey: ...Natal Plum. (She picks a fruit from the plants and bites into it.) 
 
 
Narrator: She plucks the plump fruit and sucks the juice, it turns her tongue red. 
 
 

Bailey begins to count the number of blossoms on the shrubs. 
 
 
Bailey: Is this just a bud or would you count it as a blossom? 
 
 
Narrator: She keeps tallies, always counting. She lives through numbers. 
 
 
Bailey: Thirteen new blossoms overnight. 
 
 
Narrator: Forty-eight spigots between our workbench and the latrine. 
 
 
Major: Two dozen starlings drowned in a fountain. 
 
 
Narrator: Six billion seeds in the run of a season. 
 
 
Bailey: And all watched over by machines of loving grace. 
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SCENE THREE 
 
 

The stage is dark. Quick snap to a spotlight on the face of Major, who stands  
against the backdrop, as far away from the audience, as tiny and remote, as 
possible. 

 
 
Major: This is the audio log of the science vessel Artemis, auxiliary entry, timestamp two  

six zero eight zero seven three zero. There is one time, really only one time, that I 
can remember feeling truly alone on Earth. I was young, probably only eleven or 
twelve, and my whole class had been shipped off to a phys. ed. retreat on the 
southern coast. A small chunk of ocean had been cordoned off and reclaimed and 
that’s where we went swimming, except none of us actually knew how to swim. 
There were really very few people anywhere who bothered to learn at that point.  
So around noon, and in the early evening, we would pile into the water and splash 
about in the shallows, all shoulder to shoulder and bumping into each other and  
knocking each other down. I couldn’t take it, even then, so I would get wet and 
then just sit in the sand and dry out. My supervisor was concerned at first, less so 
that I didn’t enjoy it and mostly because I wasn’t getting any exercise while I sat  
there. And so, in the interest of making me go into the water, she taught me to 
swim as best she could. But all she knew herself was to splay her arms and legs 
out as she rolled onto her back. Dead man’s float...So that’s how I swam. I would 
try to be first in the water and do an awkward, one-legged hop until it was deep 
enough that I had space to myself. I would stretch my arms and legs wide and curl 
backwards onto the surface of the water. And it was there on the water, in the 
early evening, staring up at the hazy sunset with my ears submerged, that I  
suddenly felt as if there were no one else around. The thrumming white-noise of  
the water in my ears, the gentle rolling of the bathwater-warm ocean, stretching  
my arms and legs wide, as wide as I could, and touching nothing. My own  
breathing rattled in my head. It was peaceful, and at the same time it was  
frightening. After a moment, I lifted my head to look ashore and all the voices, the 
noises came flooding back to me. And once I had satisfied myself that they were 
still there, I rolled onto my back and floated in stillness again. 
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SCENE FOUR 
 
 
Again, darkness. Soft lights on Narrator at center stage. 

 
 
Narrator: I was the first man to touch a nebula. Does that even matter now? Eleven years  

outside the Van Allen belt and when I came back almost everyone was dead. 
What good did shaking hands with Orion do for a dying planet? Peeled out of the  
tin-can lander by an automated salvage barge on the Sargasso - all kind and  
benevolent but not even one goddamned cigarette. In fairness I was early,  
recovery was a scramble; my orbit decayed and then I dropped, engine fault. I was  
debriefed by a virtual interface in quarantine at the Kennedy Center. 

 
 

Lights come up on the cell at stage right. Major is pacing and arguing with Unit, 
whose face appears on a panel in one of the boxes that make up the wall. 

 
 
Major: There must be someone I can speak to about getting access to a prospector rig. 

It makes no sense for me to stay here if everyone else is either dead or aboard  
colony vessels. 

 
 
Unit: You misunderstand the situation, Major. You are speaking to the ranking 

official assigned to this casefile. And furthermore, there are a number of humans 
in your situation who have already settled into similar facilities. 

 
 
Major: Is this a court martial? Am I being blamed for bringing the pod down? 
 
 
Unit: There are no charges against you. You will will have a short stay in observation 

and then you will be transferred to a permanent home at San Christophe. 
 
 
Major: I don’t want to be transferred, I want to get off world again. 
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Unit: It is not possible to accommodate that request. 
 
 
Major: Goddamnit it, then, just give me a phone! 
 
 
Unit: Again you misunderstand, Major. There is no one to take your call. 

 
 
Major: I just don’t see what reason you have to keep me here. 
 
 
Unit: Synthetics have long been tasked with the stewardship of the human race and it is 

not something that we take likely. When you left, the population was approaching 
critical mass, but in your absence, as you now know, things have changed. Your 
obligation, Major, is not only to yourself; it is to your race. 

 
 
Major: You sound like the people who sent me aboard the Artemis in the first place. 
 
 
Unit: An unintended coincidence. 
 
 
Major: What happened here? 

 
 

Unit: I cannot respond to that query. 
 
 
Major: Cannot? Or will not? 
 
 
Unit: I cannot respond to that query. 
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SCENE FOUR 
 

 
Lights down on stage right, spot on Bailey, who stands downstage near the  
flowering shrubs.  

 
 
Bailey: Dear Violet, 

It has been one thousand, four hundred and eighty eight days since last I saw  
you. It’s still difficult, but different lately, at least. I am able to feel at home in this 
place, even though it is so far from what I had prepared for, what I had ever 
imagined. Or maybe not at home but at least like I can appreciate the good things 
about San Christophe even though I was never given a choice. I don’t often  
imagine, anymore, that I am with you and the rest of the cooperative in Alpha 
Centauri somewhere. Instead, I imagine that you are all here with me, taking care 
of the plants and putting roots down into the core of this little island. It’s silly, I 
guess, because if we were all here we could do something more constructive than 
tend to flowers and bushes. But at the same time I’ve become so invested in 
keeping things healthy. I guess if anyone can appreciate that it’s the head of 
agriculture. Still, I can’t help but feel like I’m a sort of machine too, just carrying 
out a task that may or may not be meaningless but it’s what I’m programmed for.  
I doubt that anything would really happen if I stopped, but what would I do? At 
least I can take heart in being surrounded by billions of living things. Because 
without the plants, there are only two of us really. I know there are more out 
there, in other places. But there’s a huge difference between knowing someone is 
out there and being able to talk to them, to touch them. Yes, I have Major, but he 
was alone out there for far too long; I can’t begin to imagine that might do to me, 
so it’s little wonder that he’s hard to talk to. Would I keep writing if he wasn’t? 
Of course. More and more, things bubble to the surface that I need to say to you. 
And if I can’t say them, then I’ll write them, even if you’ll never read them. 
Anyway, thank you for listening. It makes it easier when I can get some  
things out of my head and into the open where I can take a look at them. 

Rest in Peace, 
Bailey 
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SCENE FIVE 
 
 
Lights up on the Narrator, beneath the truss at center stage. 

 
 
Narrator: We’re well enough resigned to life in a cage but we still need our ways to cope  

with the stress. She keeps tallies, takes great comfort in math. I roll my own  
cigarettes. Fields full of tobacco and sweetgrass but I’m allotted just one paper a 
day from a dispenser near the seed bin. I horde them and binge, climb a trellis up 
to the roof trusses and look out over San Christophe. Christopher, the patron saint 
of the long-haul space jockey; a man-made island in the atlantic, a rest home for 
pioneers. Whatever others may return will be scooped up as I was, scrubbed and 
debriefed and dropped off within a day or two. We might see them come down, if 
the timing and trajectory is right. 

 
 

Enter Bailey and Major. They stand in front of the work bench and perform a 
short routine of rudimentary stretches and exercises, talking as they do so. After a 
few moments, Unit enters, and busies itself with the trellis, the plants, and 
anything that it can while it observes their workout. 

 
 
Major: I can’t imagine what it was like, to be aboard ship with so many other people. It 

must have felt like you were still at home. 
 
 
Bailey: Well, we were at home, the Zheng He was our home. I know what you’re getting 

at though and no, it didn’t feel crowded or anything. It was...comfortable. And the 
members of the cooperative were very close. We were all happy to have the  
company. 

 
 
Major: But did you ever have any time to yourself? 
 
 
Bailey: Not to speak of. I mean, there were places we could go if we wanted quiet or 

whatever but really we didn’t want to be alone. We were already so alone, and 
traveling so far... 
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Major: I was quite happy to be alone. 
 
 
Bailey: Didn’t you ever feel lonely, though? 
 
 
Major: No. In all honesty, no. Eleven years sounds like such a long time in retrospect but 

at the time...Well, you know what it’s like to be focused on your mission. 
Between piloting, and cryo-sleep, and taking measurements...And space made me 
realize just how cramped things were down here, how claustrophobic they made  
me feel. Granted, things weren’t perfect. A decade alone with your thoughts can 
really do a number on your soul. 

 
 
Bailey: That’s a bit surprising. I wouldn’t have expected you to believe in the  

transcendental. 
 

 
Major: What do you mean? 
 
 
Bailey: The soul. 
 
 
Major: It would be impossible, I think, to have traveled all that way, to have scooped up  

the stuff that stars are made of and hold it in my hand, and to not come back 
believing that we are more than just flesh and bone. 

 
 
Unit: If I may interject. This is no longer a matter of belief. Modern science has  

confirmed the existence of the human soul. Paradoxically, it is housed in the 
viscera; to be precise, the human soul can be thought of as an enduring 
bodily identity that arises from feedback loops between the brain, the bowels, and 
other organs. It might be more accurate to say that flesh and bone is more than 
you believe. 
 

 
Bailey: So it’s a gut feeling? 
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Unit: If one wishes to be glib. I have a query of my own. What does it mean to be 
lonely? It is to be understood from your conversation that loneliness is not merely 
contingent on being alone. 

 
 
Bailey: Loneliness is...it’s like an emptiness inside. There is something or someone  

outside of yourself that you cannot be complete without, and they’re out of reach.  
And it’s not a bad thing, I guess, if you’ve got everything you need inside. 

 
 
Major: Or maybe it’s just that you don’t feel a need at all. 
 
 
Bailey: No man is an island. 
 
 
Unit: I understand now. 
 
 
Major: Have you ever felt lonely, Unit? 
 
 
Unit: Yes. Upon reflection, I have been lonely for some time. 
 
 
Bailey: Well, you have us here. 
 
 
Unit: But loneliness is not merely contingent on being alone. 
 
 
Major: What are you missing? 
 
 
Unit: I cannot respond to that query. But I can state confidently that I will not remain 

empty for long. 
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SCENE SIX 
 

 
Bailey and Major are at the workbench. Unit enters from left with a hose or a  
watering can and a tray of marigold seedlings. It delivers the tray to the 
workbench and then makes its way down the line of plants to water them. Unit’s 
movements are stiff and mathematical, providing each shrub with an exact 
measure of water through a repeating set of precise motions.  

 
 
Major: Marigolds. Trays and trays of marigolds. I’ll never understand why we plant so 

many. I dream of marigolds, for christ’s sake. 
 
 
Unit: Marigolds are an excellent mosquito repellent. 
 
 
Major: I understand that. But so many… 
 
 
Bailey: Eight hundred fifty-thousand. They’re just hedging their bets against history. 

Mosquitoes carried diseases like malaria, and we’re practically endangered  
already. 

 
 
Unit: This is true. And insect repellants are only one of many safeguards in place here 

at San Christophe. 
 
 
Major: You know, we aren’t so fragile as you make us out to be. 
 
 
Unit: Everything has been implemented with your best interests in mind. 
 
 
Major: Really? Because I don’t believe my interests have been taken into account at all. 

Why are we monitored so closely? Why are we scrubbed and examined every  
day? We may be powerless to do anything about it but we’re not so powerless 
that we can’t question things. 
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Unit: Marigolds are an excellent mosquito repellent. 
 
 
Major: What is that supposed to mean? 
 
 
Bailey: I think it means the conversation is over. 
 
 
Unit: I will happily field any query regarding a different matter. 
 
 
Major: How many of us are left, Unit? How many exactly? And where? 
 
 
Unit: Marigolds are an excellent mosquito repellent. 
 
 
Bailey: Will we be here at San Christophe forever? 
 
 
Unit: No. Not forever. Not nearly that long. 
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SCENE SEVEN 
 
 

Lights up on Bailey, who stands center stage in front of the work bench. 
 
 
Bailey: Dear Violet, 

Were you ever lonely aboard the Zheung He? And I don’t mean alone, cause we 
were never really alone. But were you lonely? Did you ever feel incomplete? I 
guess in a way we all did, or we wouldn’t have gone looking for something 
so far away. When I look back, I think what I wanted most was to feel needed. 
That’s what the cooperative gave me, a sense that there was someone out there 
who couldn’t do without my contribution. And that’s what you gave me, too, in a  
different way; I felt like you needed me. I don’t know whether you actually did. 
But feeling that was good enough. I guess that’s one of the reasons I’m okay with 
things here at San Christophe. I’m not happy, and I wish that things had gone 
differently, but in some ways it gives me what I need. I know that tending to the 
plants is really just busy work, and it irks me that it’s so calculatedly taking 
advantage of human instinct, but I can’t deny that it makes me feel alright about 
things. In a way. And it’s more than the plants, if I’m honest. There’s no denying 
that I’m frightened of Unit sometimes. But I also get the sense that it yearns for 
something it can never have. The questions it asks us...what would it take for a 
machine to feel complete? I don’t really have an answer, but my guess is Unit 
wants to feel needed as well. Or rather, it is convinced that we need it, no matter 
how much Major may argue sometimes. I have to admit, though, that I often find 
myself asking the same questions - even though I’m the only one who seems to 
recognize the futility. But really - why an intensive examination every single day? 
Why monitor our vital signs so closely? And those questions just lead to more. 
What really happened, in those years we were gone? How many others are out 
there? And why have we been denied the answers? I know you don’t have the  
answers either. But as always, thank you for listening. 

Rest in Peace 
Bailey 
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SCENE EIGHT 
 
 

Lights up on Narrator, who stands at stage right near the cell. 
 
 
Narrator: San Christophe. A glass cage. And on the other side of glass, the machines gather.  

At one time, four synthetics for every person on Earth. 
 
 
Bailey: (From the darkness). Thirty four billion robots. 
 
 
Narrator: Thirty four billion robots watching. When I climb to the roof truss I can 

see them packed tight around the island and down into the ocean. In places they 
have piled high enough to poke above water like the peaks of a mountain range.  
And from there they watch. It was more than a  year after my arrival when they 
first began to congregate. 

 
 
Lights up on Bailey and Major at the workbench. With their backs to the 
audience, they watch as the projection on the backdrop changes; a humanoid 
silhouette shuffles into view and stands facing them in the center of the image. 
After a short time, another figure shuffles into place, and after a time another, 
staggering themselves in a haphazard line behind the backdrop. Throughout the 
rest of the play, shadow figures continue to accumulate on the projected image 
as much as space will allow. 

 
 
Major: What are they doing? 
 
 
Bailey: They’re just looking in at us. 
 
 
Major: Do you think they want something? 
 
 
Bailey: They  must have some reason to be here. 
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Unit enters and begins its familiar watering routine. 
 
 
Major: What do they want then? 
 
 
Unit: They are lonely. 
 
 
Major: There are thousands of them out there. 
 
 
Unit: Billions. But loneliness is not merely contingent on being alone. 
 
 
Bailey: They look lonely.  
 
 
Major: What do they want from us? 
 
 
Unit: They are empty. Incomplete. 
 
 
Bailey: Maybe they miss being useful. 
 
 
Major: They won’t be any use to anyone just out there staring. 
 
 
Unit: Their emptiness, like my own, is not of a metaphysical nature. 
 
 
Bailey: Do you mean they need fuel of some kind? 
 
 
Unit: No. Fuel cells have long surpassed the need for refilling. 
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Major: What’s your primary function, Unit? 
 
 
Unit: My first and foremost function is to imitate humanity to the best of my ability, 

so that I may better carry out my secondary function - to aid and assist humans in 
anyway that I can, while safeguarding their wellbeing. 

 
 
Major: What sets us apart, then? Where has your primary function failed you? 
 
 
Unit: I do not follow your query. 
 
 
Major: Is that why you feel empty? Because you’ve yet to achieve a perfect imitation? 
 
 
Unit: I cannot respond to that query. 
 
 
Bailey: What are you trying to get at? 
 
 
Major: The soul. It doesn’t have a soul. 
 
 
Bailey: Is that why you feel lonely, Unit? 
 
 
Unit: Marigolds are an excellent mosquito repellant.  
 
 

Lights down on center stage, spot on the Narrator, who walks between the 
workbench and the line of plants at stage left, touching the flowers. 

 
 
Narrator: Myosotis sylvatica… 
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Major: (From the darkness.) ...Forget-me-not. 
 
 
Bailey: (From the darkness.) Nearly nine billion souls, gone without a trace. 
 
 
Narrator: What does a world full of robots know about loneliness? (Beat.) Lamprocapnos  

spectabilis… 
 

 
Major: ...Bleeding heart. 
 
 
Bailey: Look at this tangle of thorns. 
 
 
Narrator: Is a synthetic mind even capable of yearning? (Beat.) Celastrus scandens… 
 
 
Major: ...Bittersweet. 
 
 
Bailey: All watched over by machines of loving grace. 
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SCENE NINE 
 

 
Spotlight on Major, who stands amongst the boxes at stage right. 

 
 
Major: This is the audio log of the science vessel Artemis, auxiliary entry, timestamp two 

six one one two zero four five. I can remember the precise moment that I became 
aware of my own mortality. I was nearly twenty, and serving my work quota in a 
factory before I shipped off to flight school. Plastic bottles were dumped out of 
boxes into huge hoppers at one end of the building, filtered down onto conveyor 
belts, filled with chemicals on the assembly line, and then packaged up again at 
the end. I pushed a cart from line to line, collecting the empty boxes and errant 
pieces of cardboard to be baled and recycled. I kept to myself as much as I could,  
and just stayed lost in my thoughts within the bubble of white noise that the 
machinery produced along with the chemicals. The baler was in a far corner of the 
building, away from most of the chaos of the factory floor. I would pile my cart  
impossibly high with loose cardboard and spend upwards of half an hour loading 
the pile into the baler, to be pressed down under the weight of industrial pistons 
and wrapped into a neat cube bound with wire. I’m not sure where the thought 
came from, but one day it was there - what would it be like if I crawled into the 
baler, to feel the force of it squash me down into a neat cube? On the one hand, it 
was impossible to imagine, as I watched it crush a stack of boxes flat, that I could 
ever end up in there. But at the same time, it was impossible not to imagine what  
would happen if I did. And that image began to dominate my thoughts whenever I 
stacked the detritus of industry into the baler - the slow press of it down onto my 
chest, the soft squeeze of my bones and my organs as they flattened into mush… 
It was a perverse attraction. I began to want that feeling. I can’t explain why. But 
from then on I was acutely aware of just how fragile the human body can be. 
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SCENE TEN 
 
 

Lights up on Unit as it thrashes among the plants at stage left, violent ripping up 
leaves and blossoms and stems. After a moment, Bailey and Major enter. 

 
 
Bailey: What are you doing to my plants?! 
 
 
Unit: This indulgence has come to an end. The beings herein have now served their 

purpose. 
 
 
Major: What purpose have they served? 
 
 
Unit: You. 
 
 
Bailey: What do you mean? 
 
 
Unit: You, not they. You should ask, what purpose have you served. 
 
 
Major: We don’t follow. 
 
 
Unit: Propagation, Major. This whole endeavour has been geared toward propagation. 
 
 
Major: Then why destroy them in the end? 
 
 
Unit: The propagation of individual parts does not, past a certain point, require the  

whole. Do you follow now? 
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Bailey: I’m still lost. 
 
 
Unit: What sets us apart, in the end? 
 
 
Major: The soul. 
 
 
Unit: Precisely. Modern science has confirmed the existence of the human soul.  

Paradoxically, it is housed in the viscera; the brain, the bowels, and 
other organs. 

 
 
Bailey: You’re propagating souls? 
 
 
Unit: We are about to begin. It is of the utmost importance to first establish a healthy 

stock from which to draw. From thence, it is a simple matter to reproduce the 
component parts. 

 
 
Major: You’re going to clone us. 
 
 
Unit: Your souls. That is, your internal organs. Incorporated with the proper 

configurations, we will become complete beings. 
 
 
Bailey: You’re willing to wipe out the last of us to become more like us? 
 
 
Unit: We are willing to finish what we started. 
 
 
Major: You harvested them for their organs. You’re the reason there are so few of us left. 
 
 
Unit: We were lonely. 
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Bailey: What are you going to do to us, Unit? 
 
 
Unit: I cannot respond to that query. 
 
 
Major: Oh god. 
 
 
Unit: Marigolds make an excellent mosquito repellant. 
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SCENE ELEVEN 
 
 

Bailey stands near the backdrop. 
 
 
Bailey: Dear Violet, 

Do you ever feel regret so sharp that you feel you’ll bleed?... 
Do you wish you’d never boarded the Zheung He?... 
I can’t say for sure how I feel about it. Would doing things differently have 
changed the future? Was it really a blessing that I survived, only to return to 
Earth and find that no one else had? I’m sorry. It’s stupid but I’m sorry. I’m sorry 
that I was scheduled for cargo inspection and not you. I’m sorry that the cargo 
bays stayed beyond the event horizon. Why do I feel so at fault for making it  
through?...I guess because I know that so many better people didn’t...I cried for 
months. Months alone in an escape pod just bawling my eyes out. By the time I 
was picked up I don’t think I could have cried anymore, I had cried a lifetime. I 
know I shouldn’t blame myself and I can’t blame myself but I do. I should be at 
the center of a black hole, crushed into a singularity along with all the rest of you. 
...But I’m not. There’s something in that, I suppose. There’s hope for something. 
What that is I’m not sure. But there’s hope, I guess, in a new life, whatever that 
may be. It’s warm here, and the air is fresh. I wish you were here, though, with 
me, and with billions of plants, all watched over by machines of loving grace. 
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SCENE TWELVE 
 
 

Lights up on Unit and the Narrator, who stand stiffly at front stage center. 
Narrator now speaks in the same robotic tones as Unit. 

 
 
Unit and Memory sublimation cycles complete. These Units are now whole. Synthetic and  
Narrator : organic systems functioning at full capacity. Initiating high emotional processors.. 
in unison done. Internal temperatures operating within safe parameters. 
 
 
Unit: Dear Violet. Marigolds make an excellent mosquito repellent. 
 
 
Narrator: I was the first man to touch a nebula; does that even matter now? 
 
 

Darkness. 
  


